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From the Prefect’s Pen
by Kent Burnett
My Fellow Americans . . . It seems like during this
election season that would be a nice greeting.
KloudBusters is wrapping up another successful flying
season in flights, adding new members, retaining old
members, and maintaining our bank balance. I’ll
summarize just a few of the fall highlights.
AIRFest 10, despite some winds and a little foul
weather, was an over-the-top success. I have never seen so
many folks having such an all around good time. Along
with the usual numerous great flights, all enjoyed the
“From the Ground Up” competition and the Saturday
evening pool and BBQ party. Many realized the benefits of
encouraging social events in conjunction with flying, and
that fact will not be lost in events in the future. Bob Brown
conceived the Ground Up “Survivor” style event and he
must be given much credit for his “out of the box”
thinking. The group in charge of this event—Bob, Lance,
Gary, and myself—spent many hours thinking of rules,
how to score the contest, and list of parts to be provided
to the contestants. We were going nowhere until Gary
came up with the key components towards scoring. The
biggest disagreement we faced was deciding on the
required motors to be used; I wanted to limit the size to
J350 and Bob Brown wanted to go up to the K550 size.
The end result was that I lost out and in hindsight I’m glad
I did. Seems like I’ve lost out on several ideas on the board
and I have yet to regret any of my losses.
The big social event was obviously the pool and
BBQ party at the Argonia pool. During research for this
event we discovered what a wonderful park/pool facility
was available right under our noses in Argonia. Afterwards
we kicked ourselves for not knowing about the park and
pool and for not taking full advantage of the facility during
our hosting of LDRS in 2003. How great would that pool
have been in the 105+ degree temperatures last summer!!
We had wonderful food provided by The Little

Smokehouse, one of the food vendors, which was
enjoyed by all partygoers. The memory that is
permanently seared in my psyche will forever be that of
Jim Cooper sporting red and blue striped trunks and work
boots. Topping even that was his attempt at a swan—or
was it a goose—dive off the high board. But I must give
Jim credit: he does what the rest of us don’t have the
nerve to do and enjoys every minute of it.
Going in another direction, I want to personally
thank all the KloudBusters who attended the inaugural
Pawhuska, Oklahoma, launch sponsored by the Tulsa
group. Besides having a great—and I mean great— time at
a wonderful new site, we provided many of the launch’s
bigger flights and helped Tulsa kick off a new regional
launch in a profitable way. We always want a new place to
attend nearby and it doesn’t get any better than this. Make
plans to attend it next year and don’t be surprised if they
schedule a second launch during our harvest break.
At the time of this writing there is nothing new to
report in our dealings with the “happy go lucky” ATF
crowd that you don’t already know. I am pleased that all
the income from Distant Thunder will go to the Tripoli
Legal Fund (see details elsewhere in this newsletter). I
hope you will attend and donate in any way you can to the
future of what you enjoy. If you won’t, who will?
This will be my last column as Prefect of
KloudBusters. And I must admit, being able to say you
are Prefect of the strongest and most respected club in
Tripoli is wonderful for one’s ego. I am stepping down
because I believe it is in all organizations’ best interest to
have new blood constantly injected into the decision
making process. That along with my work and taking care
of my mom helped to make my mind up. I cannot stress
enough how much enjoyment and dividends you will
receive by being part of the KloudBusters board or
assisting in any way you possibly can. So please take a
turn; there are several entry level positions that are great
to get your feet wet without getting in over your head.
And don’t be surprised if down the road you see me back
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on the board in some capacity. Makes you wonder what I
know that you don’t, doesn’t it?
Finally, I want to thank four people without whose
help and encouragement my duties as Prefect would have
been much more difficult: Bobby Block, for getting me
started on the right foot and sticking with me when he
didn’t have to; Jim Cooper, for his humor and muscle in
getting things done; Terry Smemo, for lifting my spirits
when they needed it; and, John Baumfalk for being a
wonderful mentor—when he came up to me after LDRS
last year and told me I did a good job as Prefect, I was on
cloud nine. To receive a compliment from your mentor is
the greatest gift of all.
Please support your next Prefect as much as you
did me. Thank you.
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direct sales. I’ve learn ed how to talk to peop le but,
more importantly, how to listen to them. In my
position as a board mem ber, I have represented
our club to the national Tripoli board, our state
senator, several of the local governments, and as
club liaison with the First TV people. This ability
to commun icate with vario us organ ization s is
important for the club to continue to grow and
prosper. I really want to see KloudBu sters
continue to thrive.
And finally, I’m an active flye r who flies both
commercial motors and EX. I enjoy the company
of my fellow flyers at the launch site. I hope that
I can continue the new flyer m entoring process
that John Baumfalk, Darren Owens, and Kent
Burnett hav e so ably done in the past.
Thank you for your consideration. I’ll see you
at the launch site.
Bob Brown

Prefect Voting Information
Each year KloudBusters must elect a member as
Prefect to represent our local club’s interests with Tripoli
Rocketry Association, the national rocketry organization.
Our current Prefect, Kent Burnett, has served the club in
the excellent tradition of KloudBusters Prefects but has
decided to step down and not seek re-election. We will be
electing a new prefect this year to serve during the 2005
calendar year. Enclosed in this newsletter mailing is a
postage-paid ballot postcard which must be sent to the
KloudBusters secretary by December 1, 2004. Please mark
your ballot and send it along as soon as possible.
We have a single nominee for Prefect for this
election, Bob Brown. Bob has submitted the following for
your consideration:
This past summer, Kent Burnett announced
that he was not going to seek re-election as our
prefect. I found this news to be troublesome. As
one of Kent’s fellow KBO D board mem bers, I had
a chance to watch Kent perform the duties of
prefect and, folks, I want to tell you, Kent worked
his tail off for this club and did a stellar job! The
next time you see K ent, you shou ld thank him for
all the things he ’s done for the club. This is my
opportunity. Thanks Kent! Job well done!
You might be w ond ering wh y I’m running for
prefect. I feel I have three attributes that might
benefit the club:
One, I have an extensive aviation background.
I’m a professional pilot who has been working
within the FAA system for the past 28 years. I’ve
worked closely w ith the FA A as a flight instructor
and designated check airman. I believe this
background w ill help with our club’s dealings with
the FAA in the future.
Two, for the past dozen years I’ve been in

AIRFest 10
by Lan ce Lickte ig

AIRFest had many new things in store for flyers
this year. Since it was the 10th occurrence of the annual
launch, several special events were planned and by all

Um… er… Eric… There’s a rocket… Oh, never mind.

accounts everyone had a great time. Friday was typically
a little slow as the many “out-of-staters” arrived and setup shop and the locals settled in. In fact, flyers from 15
states were in attendance. Friday’s flights numbered about
47, and most of them were G impulse or greater so there
were some really spectacular high power flights.
On Saturday morning, the “From The Ground
Up: Survivor Style” contest was held. It involved five
teams of builders, a pile of raw materials, hand tools and
some, um, interesting flights! See the article below for a
first-hand account of the contest. Saturday was a decent
flying day, albeit a bit breezy. There were 185 flights on
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Saturday. After the waiver closed on Saturday, we gathered
at the Argonia public pool and enjoyed a delicious
barbecue dinner in the park. Between the great meal, Jim
Long’s diving exhibition, the story-telling, and Jim Cooper
in a swimsuit it was quite possibly the weekend’s most
memorable event! We had 106 people registered for the
Pool Party.
Sunday brought some challenging weather
conditions. The winds in the morning and early afternoon
were pretty high, and then mid-afternoon an approaching
thunderstorm shut down the range for a while and
drenched things a bit, although not everyone’s spirits were
dampened. Most people had left due to the thunderstorm,
but those who stuck around enjoyed a new activity. It was
so much fun, we will surely adopt it as an annual event.
Don Dasis, good sport that he is, stripped down to a pair
of gym shorts and athletic shoes. Then he slathered on
about half a tube of Dow 111. Once the rain began, we all
tried to Catch Don! He’s pretty fast! And slicker than...
Well, he was plenty slick! Here are the results of the first
annual Catch Don! contest: Longest time held goes to
Darren Owens. Cleverest Way to Slow Him Down goes to
Karen Wiley (although cleavage may be an unfair
advantage). Most Frustrated goes to Miah, as he was as fast
or faster than Don but he just couldn’t hold him! Thanks
to Jake for the idea and the donation of the Dow111.
After the storm had passed, the range re-opened
and the die-hards were rewarded with a number of nice
flights. In all, 92 rockets were flown on Sunday.
Monday’s EX enthusiasts were rewarded with an
‘L’ drag race with enough AP, R45, and Aluminum up for
grabs to make it a high-stakes event. Our old buddy Pat
Gordzelik from Texas donated the materials for the prize
from his bottomless pit of AP and was under strict
instructions for his wife Retta NOT to take it back with
them. The competition was stiff with Chuck Pauler, Pat,
Kevin Ireland/Miah Rittmiller team, Rick VanVoorhis, and
someone entering various sizes of rockets with a wide
variety of L motors in the business end. First off the pad
and the winners were Kevin and Miah. The excitement of
5 L motors lighting and heading (mostly) skyward was
heart pounding. Thank Pat for making this possible.
Weather-wise, Monday was the best day to fly and there
were 45 flights. Most of the activity died down by midafternoon and we started to disassemble the range while
the last few rockets were launched.
There were several certification flights during
AIRFest weekend. Sometimes it is hard to figure out from
the flight cards which flights were certification flights, but
according to our best information they were: Level 1 Dan
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Bourn from OKC who flew his Raptor. Level 2 Wes
Wolken from Wichita who flew Demon Chaser; Don
Dasis from Haysville with his Black Brandt; Karen Wiley
from KC flew her Big Green Rocket; and Charles Sparks
from Belton, MO, flew his Quasar. Level 3: Todd Graves
from Janesville, WI, flew Todd’s Big Ass Rocket; Ed
Myers from Independence, MO, flew Der
Veenerschnitzel. I hope we didn’t miss anyone.

Eric Pederson’s V-2 flies beautifully on a J motor against a striking Kansas
sky.

AIRFest 10 was certainly one of the most
successful and memorable launches in recent memory for
KloudBusters. Many thanks go to all of the members who
took some time out to help with set-up and tear down,
registration, the web-site, RSO, LCO, vendor
coordination, working at the Pool Party, and the
numerous other jobs required to pull off a big launch.
Many thanks also to all the members who attended,
especially those of you who continue to come from long
distances to make AIRFest the premier regional launch in
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the central USA. AIRFest is the financial lifeblood of
KloudBusters as it provides funding for nearly all of the
club’s annual operating expenses and infrastructure
improvements. Without AIRFest, KloudBusters would not
be the club it is. Without the great attendance from all
around the central US and the Midwest, AIRFest wouldn’t
be the success it is. It was so much fun we’re already
looking forward to next year’s AIRFest.

From The Ground Up: “Survivor Style”
by Anonymous

Holy crap! That’s not “rocket stuff,” that’s TRASH! How
the #$@! are we going to build a rocket out of that?! The contest
had begun. Five teams had been assembled to build and fly
K-powered rockets “Survivor Style.”
The teams:
& From Tulsa, the Tulsa Twisters, with Hal Ellis,
Randy Luhman, and Corky Borgman;
& From Greater Coats, The Bumper to Bumper
Boys, Jim Cooper, Jay Bailey, and Dick Jones;
% From the swamps of Dagobah, Dennis
Blackburn, Bobby Block, and Jeremiah Rittmiller;
% From Kansas City, Dave Johnson and Jim
Murphy made up Team Dilbert (although they changed
their name to “Jim and I”);
% Also from KC, but sponsored by the Science
Education Center, came Karen Wiley, Jacob Pursley, and
Terry Smemo.
A small sheet of plywood, two sheets of building
insulation foam, a roll of cardboard, a drop cloth, string,
rope, bailing wire, launch lugs, a mysterious PVC pipe, and
a gnat’s fart of duct tape… Well, we could make a small
doghouse. Is it too late to quit?
The goal was to acquire the most points. Points
were awarded based on the circumference, weight, and
“hang-time” of the rocket. Points were deducted for certlevel of team members, and construction time. Teams were
allowed to provide their own adhesives, expanding foam,
and paint. They also had to provide their own tools, all of
which had to be human powered.
The hole saw slips. It’s worthless. The stupid coping saw
blade pops off after each stroke. We’ve already spent an entire
HOUR trying to cut the middle out of the centering rings! Would
they consider a rifle a power tool? We’ve obviously chosen a bad
design. Should we start over or carry on? The looks on my teammates’
faces tell the answer before I even ask the question. What was I
thinking, offering to be the “designer and director?” Skip the BBQ
at the pool party: I’ll be eating crow for dinner.
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Construction progressed, amid expressions of
anxiety, resolve, and befuddlement. After about four and
a half hours, the completed rockets were RSOed,
measured, and otherwise “quantified” points-wise. In first
place with was the Tulsa Team. Their blue rocket had a
gigantic circumference. In second place was Dennis,
Bobby, and Miah’s rocket. In third place was Jim and Jay’s
mostly red rocket. Dave and Jim’s rocket—or
applicator—was in fourth place. They called it
“GoldFender,” as it was gold-ish in color. In serious last
place was Karen, Jake, and Terry’s rocket, “Almost.” The
other teams had positive scores, some in the hundreds of
points. Theirs had a score of -41points. The rockets were
to fly in ascending order, from last to first place. The
longer the time aloft, the more points would be added.
The only stipulation was that the rockets had to be flyable
again, as in a certification flight circumstance.
It’s a good thing we get to go first. Give everyone a good
laugh before the real rockets fly. The fins are microscopic! This
turkey is a ladder and a slide shy of a swing set. We’ve made a skywriter for sure!

Jay Bailey and Jim Cooper get a hand from Dick Jones in the “From the
Ground Up” contest.

After a rest break, it was time to fly! The
MC/LCO was Bob “I can talk almost till the waiver
closes!” Brown. He introduced each team and each
rocket. “Almost” lit and did three loops, proving that the
CG must be ahead of the CP. It was airborne for about 5
seconds, and chose not to deploy the ‘chute. It landed
scuffed but undamaged. “GoldFender” flew next, with a
lovely boost. It got several hundred feet of altitude and
deployed, but the chute got hung up and never came out.
It crashed on the road and broke a fin. Next was Dennis,
Bobby, and Miah’s rocket. It flew great! Sadly, it also had
deployment issues; it crashed in the road also and broke
the nosecone. Then The Bumper to Bumper Boys flew.
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It went up nicely, but vented its ejection charge through
the side. The rocket came in ballistic, making a nice pile of
red and pink debris. Finally, amid much speculation and
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humor! Finally, we thank and acknowledge the Board
members who put the contest together: Lance Lickteig,
Gary McKnight, and Kent Burnett put in countless hours
planning and organizing the contest. Finally, a tip of the
Kloudbusters cap to Bob Brown. He was the mastermind
(@$$hole!) behind this contest. The anxiety and distress
on the faces of each of the contestants were testimony to
the sadistic depravity Bob brought to the table. Thanks
Bob! You’re our hero! Jake says that the winning team
should get to design next year’s contest. We’ve already
given it some thought. Bob, next year YOU have to
compete, and if I were you, I’d find a comfortable dress!

October Fun Fly
by Lance Lickteig
All the “From th e Ground U p” crea tions poised and rea dy to “fly.”

anticipation, the Tulsa Twisters took their turn. Despite
cleverness, ingenuity, and a fair dose of audacity, CP/CG
gods deemed that it would make several loopity-loops and
crash into the fertile Kansas dirt. Actually, it landed right
side up, but it broke off a fin.
After the judges inspected each rocket (and the
money changed hands), it turned out that the points were
irrelevant. Only one rocket could fly again. With quavering
voice full of disbelief, the winner was announced.
WHAT?!!!! Are you serious?!! We WON with a -36
points?!! Wooooo-hooooo! How can that be? Sure, we made our
rocket sturdy, as sturdy as foam and cardboard can be. But we just
got lucky! Everybody else just “out-lost” us. Guess I shouldn’t try to
talk them out of it, if they say we won, we won. But I’m stunned! For
once, “Almost” was enough!

Thank-Yous and Acks
by Terry Smemo
On behalf of Karen and Jake, I want to take a
minute to express our appreciation to those involved with
the From The Ground Up contest. First, we want to thank
Giant Leap for being the overall sponsor. Special thanks
go to Mark Logan from the Science Education Center for
being brave enough to sponsor us. That took guts! We
salute our competitors who ALL would have kicked our
butt had it not been for our unforeseen good luck. Your
creativity, construction skills, and brilliance (?) were
evident in your rockets, any of which we would have gladly
traded for. Thanks also for being good sports about the
outcome. Obviously, the Rocket Gods have a sense of

The commercial fun fly on Saturday started with
disappointing cloudy skies and cool conditions that
quickly turned into a nearly picture-perfect day for flying
rockets. Many of our KLOUDBusters friends from all
around the area brought out their projects and treated us
all, including a few spectators, to some great flights.
Steve White and I each flew rockets on K550's,
which were the highest impulse rockets of the day. I don’t
know about Steve, but the ‘pucker factor’ for me was
pretty high as it was to be my first K flight. My rocket
‘Orange Rush’ flew to about 7300' and settled back to the
ground about half way between the pasture and Eden
Road. The excitement you feel when the rocket is on its
way up and then after the ‘chute opens is what rocketry is
all about for me.
I was lucky enough to have Tom Jenkins, a friend
and professional photographer, at the launch ripping off
photos and he got some great ones. Tom came out to
AIRFest and had so much fun he brought out his family
in October. Tom’s wife Debbie took a keen interest in
what was going on and I hope they join us often. By the
way, Tom took TONS of really great photos at AIRFest
on Saturday. They are very high resolution, which can be
professionally printed, so if you want a great rocket photo
for your wall, especially if he snapped one of your own
rockets at AIRFest, Tom can print them for you. The
photos can be accessed from the front page of the
KloudBusters web site (www.kloudbusters.org).
Also at the launch was Fred Solis, from Kansas!
Magazine. Fred is preparing an article on KLOUDBusters
and asked a lot of questions and took many, many photos
himself. We’re looking forward to the article in an
upcoming issue; we’ll spread the word on availability
when it actually gets published.
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Among the highlights of the launch were 5 or 6
hybrid flights by Jay Bailey and Jim Cooper. Most of those
flights were on the newly certified Sky Ripper Systems
38mm hybrid motor system. At our post-launch debriefing
(a.k.a. bull session), we talked about these motors in detail
and Jim and Jay got me (for one) pretty excited about the
availability of a sensible and easy to use hybrid system.
This looks like the everyman hybrid motor system and
seems very easy to use, has few parts, and requires minimal
ground support equipment (GSE). In fact, the Sky Ripper
Systems hybrids can be launched with our existing launch
system and utilize a pretty simplistic nitrous oxide handling
capability with a tank, solenoid, 2 conductor wire, battery,
and switch. That’s it. In a word, this system is ingeniously
simple. I would love to see one of our local vendor friends
(hint, hint) start handling these motors. Check out
www.skyrippersystems.com for extensive details on these
motors.
With late fall and winter approaching, one never
knows how the winter launch season will pan out, but I
have to say, so far the fall season has been great!

Distant Thunder 2004
“What a way to end the flying season.” That quote from
the original text on the KLOUDBusters web-site couldn’t
be more true. It goes on to say, “Burn up those motors so you
can buy bigger ones next year. This is the launch that folks like to
attend to go-out-with-a-bang.” Boy, am I in favor of that.
2004 was one of the best flying seasons in a long
time. The general availability of rocket motors has been
much better this year than we have seen in a while with the
resurgence of Aerotech and even the emergence of some
new motor vendors, and the flights have been spectacular.
Distant Thunder 2004 will be a grand way to close out this
year’s flying season and we hope to see all our friends at
Argonia November 13-14, 2004 for that annual “last
blast.”
We will be setting up the range on Saturday
morning right after we meet in Argonia for the annual
“Hunters’ Breakfast” around 7am at the Argonia United
Methodist Church at 307 N. Main Street. The word is that
the breakfast this year is sponsored by the Lions Club and
will be biscuits and gravy. The Lions use the money for
projects in and around Argonia, so it is a worthwhile cause.
Some rib-stickin’ biscuits & gravy should charge your
battery for a full day of flying.
Now for the exciting news: Th e KLOUDBu s te rs B o ard
o f Dire c to rs is p ro u d to an no un c e that all fly e rs fe e s
c o lle c te d fo r Dista n t T h u n d e r w ill b e d o n ate d to th e
T rip o li Le g al Fu n d . There’s no catch here folks; every
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penny we collect for Distant Thunder will be forwarded
to the legal fund. Additionally, to sweeten the deal for
anyone who contributes to this effort, a number of
vendors have stepped forward to donate merchandise.
The current prize list and other details may be found at
http://www.kloudbusters.org/dt_2004.html. At the time
of this writing, the contributing vendors include PML,
LOC Precision, and Giant Leap Rocketry. Go to the website and check out the most up-to-date prize list, you will
be surprised and excited!
Distant Thunder flyers fees are $10 for
KLOUDBusters members or $15 for non-members, and
guess what? We’ve decided that you don’t even have to
attend the launch to register (and win the prizes). You can
register for Distant Thunder on-site at the Argonia, KS,
flying field or you may do so by mail by sending a check
with your full name, TRA/NAR membership number, a
valid phone number, and e-mail address to: Distant
Thunder Registration, c/o K.L.O.U.D.Busters Inc., P.O.
Box 771217, Wichita, KS 67277-1217.
You may also pay your registration via PayPal.
Simply log into your existing PayPal account and send
your payment to payments@kloudbusters.org. Please note
your full name, TRA/NAR membership number, a valid
phone number, and e-mail address.
All Flyers Fees sent by mail or PayPal must be
received by Thursday, November 11, 2004 in order to be
eligible for the prize drawing. If you’re going to do it, do
it today!
Make plans to come out and fly a few rockets with
us to end the season. If you can’t make it out, join us in
spirit and do some good with your registration fee, not to
mention getting a chance at some really nice prizes.

Christmas Party
Oh Gherkinbaum, oh Gherkinbaum,
You’re such a lovely pickle!
It’s almost time for our annual KloudBusters Christmas
Party! Clear your dockets and mark your calendars—the
Party will take place on Saturday, December 11, 2004
from 6pm ‘til 10pm. The location is the same as last year:
the Kiwanis Park Shelter in Wichita, at 5101 W. 2nd St.
This is between West Street and Hoover Road. In the
time-honored tradition, we will have food, fellowship, and
a flambéed pickle. If you’ve never been to one of our
Christmas parties, trust me, you DON’T want to miss it!
In another month, Terry Smemo will begin the list of who
will bring what (it’s a pot-luck). We will also be putting
together a movie/slide show of events from the past year.
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If you have photos or video clips you can share, please
contact Lance Lickteig at lancel@cox.net. Watch the
EGroup for more information about the party as the date
draws closer.
In addition to the party revelry, we will hold our
annual All Member Meeting. During the meeting we will
discuss with all members the possibilities for
KloudBusters’ next bid to hold either in 2006 or 2007.
Please attend to voice your ideas and opinions.

Soapbox
by Terry Smemo
Recently, some agents of the BATF have engaged
in practices that seem to defy the ruling handed down in
our lawsuit. I’m no lawyer; so I won’t attempt to relate
what occurred, but suffice it to say we are headed back to
court. It would seem that the BATF is in violation of the
Judge’s orders, which may bode well for our overall case,
but to pursue this requires (you guessed it) money. The
legal battle has dragged on for quite a while, which is
normal. In fact, it is a strategy often used to wear down the
resolve of one party or the other. We want to make sure
that WE are not the ones who are worn down.
Toward that end, we need to replenish our legal
fund. There are numerous ways you can help. One is to
become an attorney and work for us! Or, you could donate
money. Tripoli President Ken Good pointed out that if
each member would donate the price of a J reload, it
would help tremendously. Some clubs hold raffles; others
set a target amount and encourage members to help
achieve that goal. As a premiere club, KloudBusters has
decided to donate all flyers fees from Distant Thunder to
the legal fund (more details in the Distant Thunder article
elsewhere in this newsletter). This will easily raise several
hundred dollars. We can all be proud of our club. It isn’t
easy to give away money. But our Board of Directors
wisely recognized that a prudent investment now could pay
off handsomely later, namely WE MAY BE ABLE TO
CONTINUE TO FLY WITHOUT SO MANY HOOPS
TO JUMP THROUGH.
And even though KloudBusters as a club has made
this sizeable commitment, I encourage each of you to do
your own part to help out.
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I can only speak for myself, but this hobby has
been great for me. I would hate to see it shrink. The folks
I’ve met are like family, maybe closer than family. I
treasure the friendships I’ve made, and I want even more.
In my opinion, my check for $100 is cheap insurance that
I will be able to continue to fly and continue to hang with
people like you. I invite each of you to contribute
SOMETHING before the month ends. It matters less
HOW MUCH you contribute than THAT you contribute.
Certainly more is better but I am very aware of the value
of money. Give what you can, but do it now!! Hey, this is
YOUR family, too.

2005 Flying Schedule
Fun Fly Sat., January 8, 2005 (EX Sun. 1/9/2005)
Fun Fly Sun., February 13, 2005 (EX Sat. 2/12/2005)
Fun Fly Sat., March 12, 2005 (EX Sun. 3/13/2005)
KLOUDBurst 14 Sat.-Sun., April 9-10, 2005
EX-Only Fun Fly Sat., April 23, 2005
------------Break for Wheat-----------Fun Fly Sat., July 9, 2005 (EX Sun. 7/10/2005)
Fun Fly Sun., August 7, 2005 (EX Sat. 8/6/2005)
A.I.R.Fest 11 Friday-Sun., September 2-4, 2005
A.I.R.Fest EX Mon., September 5, 2005
Fun Fly Sat., October 8, 2005 (EX Sun. 10/9/2005)
Distant Thunder 2005 Sat.-Sun., November 12-13, 2005
EX-Only Fun Fly Sun., November 20, 2005
Fun Fly Sun., Dec. 11, 2005 (EX Sat. 12/10/2005)

Kloudbusters
http://www.kloudbusters.org
PO Box 771217
KLOUD-Line: (620) 456-8323
Wichita, KS 67277-1217
President: Darren Owens
Prefect: Kent Burnett
Vice-president: Bob Brown
Treasurer: Gary McKnight
Secretary: Lance Lickteig
Member-at-large: Steve Louie
Member-at-large: Mark Logan

